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The European Union Agency for Railways

The European Authority for Railways

› Founded in 2004

› 180+ staff

› Headquartered in Valenciennes, FR
• Meeting facilities in Lille (FR)

› Vehicle Authorisation, Safety Certification, ERTMS Approval (4 RP)

Since
16 June 

2019
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Facts & Figures June 2020

Vehicle Authorisation Single Safety Certificates ERTMS Trackside Approval

Conformity to Type
Total / (June 2020)

Applications

668 (63)
Vehicles

8620 (820)

14
Issued

7
applications

Other authorisation cases
& pre-engagement opinions

27 (7)
23 ongoing

9 
projects ongoing

14 
initial engagements

from which 6 closed

37,7% of C2T cases issued in less than 7 calendar
days in June 2020

Delivery within an average time of 4,5 months
One initial engagement can end in several 

approvals
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Post-COVID19 Challenges for Rail in Europe

Restore Confidence

› Get passengers back on trains

› Due to crisis, -85% long-distance rail passenger service, -80% on regional rail 
passenger services (including sub-urban), near standstill on international rail 
passenger services (Source: CER)

› Deliver efficient rail freight in times of need

› EC Green Lane initiative kept borders open during COVID-19 crisis, however 
a coordinated cross-border path allocation to find alternative routes is still 
missing

› Keeping the Green Deal political priority

› With a unified voice and consistent messages throughout the sector
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Mitigation of COVID-19 Impact on Authority Activities

• Vehicle Authorisation
– ERA has issued on 3 April 2020 a “Clarification note on Temporary measures adopted by the European Union 

Agency for Railways for delivering authorisations in the framework of the restrictions related to the COVID-19 
pandemic”*, as Notified Bodies (NoBos) may be temporarily prevented from efficiently carrying out planned 
evaluation activities 

– ERA has endorsed an NB RAIL Recommendation for Use, RFU-STR-704, for the remote performance of NoBo
activities originally intended to be performed ‘on-site’

• Single Safety Certification
– ERA has drafted* a Clarification note, covering temporary constraints on the safety certification body side 

(including an inability to carry out visits, inspections or audits), limited capacity of an applicant to develop, 
internally agree, and submit the relevant evidence, limited possibility for NSAs to perform supervision activities as 
normal, either because of a lack of access to a specific railway undertaking or because of resourcing or other 
problems within the NSA

• Entities in Charge of Maintenance (ECM)
– The certification bodies already accredited or recognised or NSAs acting as ECM certification bodies for the scope 

of freight wagons, shall be allowed to perform the activity of certification also for the scope of other types of 
vehicles until they are accredited or recognised in accordance with the new sectoral accreditation scheme once
adopted and in force and at the latest by 16 June 2021

*) Clarification notes available on ERA website

http://nb-rail.eu/co/co_docs_rfu_en.html
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Sharing Best Practices

COVID-19 Info Platform for European Railway 
Stakeholders

› Who? National Safety Authorities, Rail Representative Bodies, DG MOVE, ERA

› What? Safe and efficient recovery
› High standards of health and safety for employees and customers 
› A flexible framework (different conditions in different Member States)
› A platform for discussion and information sharing
› Promote mutual acceptance of the measures
› Promote consistent approach across modes for multimodal recovery

› Goals?
› Business continuity
› Reducing the risk of infections at transport hubs and on vehicles
› Gradual re-opening of borders
› Service restoration
› Flexibel set of measures in order to respond to all future scenarios
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Sharing Best Practices – EA & EC publications

To share best practices ERA  & EC publishes guidelines and information about 
measures to be taken to protect against or reduce the impact on COVID-19:

• https://www.era.europa.eu/content/interim-advice-preparedness-and-
response-cases-covid-19-points-entry-eu-eea-member-states_en

• https://ec.europa.eu/transport/coronavirus-response_en

• https://www.healthygateways.eu/Novel-coronavirus#Guidance

• ERA is working together with the railway sector

- more than 1000 experts contribute to the progress of ERA working groups 

• COVID-19 changed ERA´s attitude to communicate with the railway sector

- ERA is organizing and participating in webinars to share experiences

- e.g. 19th of May about 1800 experts followed ERAs webinar on “railway safety culture”

https://www.era.europa.eu/content/interim-advice-preparedness-and-response-cases-covid-19-points-entry-eu-eea-member-states_en
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/coronavirus-response_en
https://www.healthygateways.eu/Novel-coronavirus#Guidance
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Opportunities for Rail

Slide 8

The Most Relevant Transport Mode

The Modal Shift May Finally be Happening – the Renaissance of Rail Investment package will boost the 
EU rail network and create new jobs. Rail may become great again – what do we need for that?

› Connect major urban areas and airports by rail
› For distances up to 800km, intra-EU flights may become redundant

› Well established positive impact ofhigh-performing rail lines on local 
economies

› Revitalise the Night Train network

› Large-scale industrialisation and digitisation
› Increase safety, line capacity with ERTMS and ATO

› Integrated ticketing and data modularity

› Eliminate bottlenecks in the EU rail system
› Targeted investment to create more international corridors

› Eurocontrol for rail
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Passengers’ Decision Criteria

Vienna – Berlin

Flight:         48 €
Couchette:  80 €
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We are Shaping the Future of Green Transport in Europe

safe :: connected :: affordable

Minimum environmental footprint –
towards a climate-neutral Europe!




